*Meets KCMA Standards

*Green Seal Recommended

*Meets AWI TR-6 Standards

*Suitable for LEED building projects

*Formaldehyde Free

PRODUCT DATA & SPECIFICATIONS
Appearance & Odor:
Evaporation Rate:
Solubility in Water:
Specific Gravity:
Weight per Gallon:
Solids by Weight:
Solids by Volume:

Amber Liquid, mild odor
Slower than ether
Soluble
< 1.02
8.48 #
32 %
31 %

VOC content by #: 0.48#/gallon
VOC content by G/l: 57 Grams / liter
VHAP content:
0
# VOC/gal solids: 1.55
Flash Point:
Non-combustible
Flammability:
Not applicable
Viscosity:# 2 Zahn Cup, 30-40 seconds

Substrate Preparation: Thoroughly clean the surface to be coated of all dirt, grease, oil etc. Optimum performance is achieved by pre-sanding substrates to 180 grit with non-stearated sand paper.

INTERIOR COATINGS
EXTERIOR COATINGS

255 has been a proven coating in the field for over 16 years. This clear product has an
amber cast and will darken over time to a beautiful honey color.

WOOD STAINS

255 is easy to spray with a low pressure spray system such as a turbine or LVLP. This
product is Fuhr Industrial’s best coating for on site application to wood floors.

PIGMENTED COATINGS

Description: Waterborne Urethane Finish 255 is a high performance coating for applications such as wood floors, high end cabinets, furniture and custom entry doors. This
product is self-sealing, which requires no primer or sealer. 255 has excellent chemical and
mar resistance properties. Waterborne Urethane Finish 255 is recommended for both
interior and exterior applications.

proximately 3-5 wet mils. Sand between coats with 220 grit sand paper. Do not use sand paper finer
than 220 grit sand paper. Sanding between coats is required to ensure that each coat adheres properly to
the previous coat. Dry time to sanding in ambient conditions is about 45-60 minutes.
Cleanup: Clean equipment after each use with water. Dried coating may be removed with a cleaner
solution such as 330 Universal Clearer. Flush equipment thoroughly after use of any cleaning solution.
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SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

Application: Use this product as both sealer and topcoat. Apply in wet coats measured at ap-

